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Coronavirus Effect on Advertising Report
A new series of studies based on the effect of the coronavirus on ad spending
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WHAT WE NOW KNOW
Over the past two months of the Coronavirus Effect on Advertising Report, marketers have remained consistent 
in their assessment that the third quarter will be the starting point for rebuilding and reinvesting in advertising. As 
social distancing rules relax in parts of the country and live sporting events resume in July, Q3 may very well be 
the point at which marketers restart their advertising efforts.

But make no mistake: This is a restart, and not a rebound. Advertisers are restarting their programs, but they 
are cautiously returning to a landscape now changed by new consumer media habits, regional differences in 
economic behaviors, reduced budgets, and new pricing dynamics and performance expectations.

While some of these pricing and performance changes may be temporary, others—such as expectations for 
greater flexibility and a willingness to seek out comparable media and channels when things don’t go as 
planned—are likely to last. 

There is continued opportunity for media and ad tech providers to guide advertisers through this 
restart process. Plans are far from set in stone, and sellers that prove value and provide clarity 
during this time will have the edge.
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METHODOLOGY
& RESPONDENT PROFILE
• Interviews conducted: 151
• Wave 5 survey fielded: May 18 - 21, 2020
• Respondent breakout: 34% Marketer |  66% Agency
• Qualification: 100% involved in media brand selection decisions
• Incentives include cash and information
• Trending between waves is shown throughout the report when significant and/or 

available   

• Sample: Marketer and agency contacts from The Advertiser Perceptions Ad Pros 
proprietary community; represents the brands and agencies that are spending the 
most on advertising and marketing in the U.S. We continuously update, supplement, 
and refine the community based on movement in the market.
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4Q. Thinking about your 2020 decrease in ad spending as a result of the Coronavirus (Covid-19) outbreak, which 
quarters do you anticipate will be impacted most?   Base: Decreasing Ad Spending in light of Coronavirus

Impact of Decreased Ad Spend by Quarter in 2020 - 2021

Major 
Impact

Moderate 
Impact

Minor 
Impact

No 
Impact

Advertisers continue to signal readiness for a Q3 start to a lengthy recovery
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Q. When do you anticipate your/your client’s spending will resume or start to ramp up their advertising 
efforts? Base: Paused/Held Back/Cancelled Recent or Ongoing Advertising Efforts

More than half of advertisers still plan to resume or ramp up ad spending in Q3.
1 in 8 have already resumed activity

Q2 Q3 Q4

When do you anticipate your/your client’s spending will resume or start to ramp up their advertising
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9 in 10 advertisers are moving ahead with previously planned product launches, 
with campaign activity heavied up in 2H

Q. Did you have plans to launch any new products or services in 2020?
Base: Total Respondents who had 2020 product/service launches planned pre-pandemic

New product/service launches 
will proceed as planned in 2020

41%
New product/service launches 

will be postponed until the 
2nd half of 2020

48%
New product/service launches 
have been cancelled for 2020

11%
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Q. Were you planning on advertising with any cancelled sports or other cancelled live programming in 2020? Base: Total 
Respondents.  Q. Which of these content types are acceptable substitutes for cancelled sporting events or live 
programming?  Base: Planned to advertise with cancelled sports/other cancelled live programming in 2020  Q. For each 
content type you said is an acceptable substitute to cancelled programming, please select the ad formats that would be 
used with each. Base: Content Type Acceptable Substitute (Variable Base)

Even as tentpole ad programs resume, there’s value in providing media buyers with 
opportunities for video and custom content paired with lifestyle/entertainment content 

Entertainment 42%
Live streaming virtual event 38%
Lifestyle 30%
Gaming 25%

News 23%

Influencer marketing 18%

eCommerce 16%

51% of respondents 
planned to advertise 

with cancelled sports or 
other cancelled live 

programming in 2020

CONTENT TYPE
Video 88%
Custom Content 
Sponsorship 57%

Display 57%

Audio 28%

FORMAT75% are open 
to an 

“acceptable 
substitute”

Advertiser Intelligence Report 
News TV Category   2H 2019 Coronavirus Effect On Advertising Report  |  Wave 5 24

WHILE MOST MEDIA 
TYPES ARE CONSIDERED 

BRAND SAFE, 
BRANDS ARE 

SHYING AWAY 
FROM CHANNELS 

WITH USER 
COMMENTS

Q. With the prevalence of COVID-19 related content, how brand safe is it to use the following media 
types/categories for advertising during the pandemic?   Base: Total Respondents

How brand safe are these media types during the pandemic?
Very/Reasonable Safe

81%

74%

70%

68%

67%

67%

52%

51%

47%

Lifestyle (things to do while sheltering in place)

Podcasts

Local News (TV or website)

Social sites/feeds (with user comments disabled)

National News TV

National News website (with user commenting disabled)

Blogs

National News website (with user comments on stories)

Social sites/feeds (with user comments)

More 
brand safe

Less 
brand safe
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As advertisers restart campaigns, media sellers shouldn’t expect “relaxed” expectations to last

Increased push for 
performance-based 

advertising that delivers 
measurable KPIs. We need 
to generate fast results to 

make up for all the 
down time.

Q: What’s the focus of your company’s/client’s ad strategy for when things go back to “business as usual” or the “new normal?”

C-level Executive
Advertising Agency / Restaurants)
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There’s ample opportunity to support brands as they rebuild their strategies 

Q: What’s the focus of your company’s/clients’ ad strategy for when things go back to “business as usual” or the “new normal”?

“Identify what the new norm 
is first and then create a new 

plan to attack it.
- Director, Home & Appliance

Recovering lost 
revenue from Q1/Q2

Manager, Retail

“Take it quarter by quarter, 
rather than our annual plan. Also, 
we are trashing our original 2020 
plans and starting from scratch

Manager, Travel & Tourism

Different KPIs, i.e., in-store 
foot traffic changes.

Manager, Agency / CPG

“
Getting as close to a normal 
plan as possible but giving 

ourselves flexibility to lower 
or shift spend if something 

like this happens again.
Manager, Agency / Pharma

“
Being nimble with our funds 

and not overspending.
Supervisor Agency / Automotive

Bringing spend back to 
normal and addressing 

pent-up demand
Director, Retail
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR A 

Q3 RESTART

There are still dollars up for grabs, even as live sporting events 
resume. With more than half of advertisers still ironing out their reentry plans, media brands 
have a prime opportunity to present buyers with useful opportunities. And with three-quarters of 
advertisers willing to accept alternative content and media in the place of canceled live 
programming, there’s an even greater opportunity to grab dollars before live sporting events resume.

The flexibility mandate remains unchanged. Helping buyers navigate the 
continued uncertainty around the coronavirus and its effect on media consumption, content 
and daily life remains a critical component of an ad sales relationship moving forward. 

Media sellers must work with advertisers to reset and recalibrate 
KPIs, and they must continue to give them the insights they need 
to do this. Throughout the pandemic, advertisers have leaned heavily on media partners for 
insights on pricing, media consumption, and platform-specific trends. As they’re ramping back in 
Q3, these demands will likely intensify, requiring media and platform partners to provide ongoing 
intel needed to fine-tune ROI and performance goals.

Media and ad tech brands must be ready to recognize—and 
tackle—national and regional challenges. Creative and budget limitations 
aside, the variability in reopening guidelines across the country poses real challenges for 
advertisers hoping to message to consumers en masse. Offering region-specific insights, 
geotargeting capabilities and being sensitive to sentiment in these areas can help advertisers 
make the most of this challenging time. 
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